
p1 = you p2  = partner = cloth= WriteyBoard

When you remove your WriteyBoard from it’s awesome tubular dwelling, remember: Restickable WriteyBoards con-

tain a layer of special foam that needs to unwind from being coiled while in transit. On a clean surface, place the 

unrolled WriteyBoard on the surface with its writing surface facing up.  Place objects (such as a book) on the curled 

edges for 1-2 hours. It is imperative that the surface be completely free of dust and debris.  Wipe down the surface with 

a water dampened cloth (let dry) and ensure the surface is free of any debris before application.
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WARNING: CAREFULLY READ ALL LITERATURE BEFORE APPLYING

P R E M I U M

INSTALLATION
1. You (p1) will need two cloths (     )and a partner (p2) to assist with installation. Don’t worry you can let 

them use your WriteyBoard as compensation.

2. Use a straight edge/level and pencil to draw horizontal reference marks to ensure proper alignment.

3. With the WriteyBoard relaxed and not curling, you and your partner will remove approx. 5” of protective 

film from the long edge that will be the top of the WriteyBoard. 

4. You and your partner will stick the exposed edge up to the horizontal reference marks. While your partner 

(p2) holds their edge you (p1) will forcibly smooth toward your partner along the top of the WriteyBoard. FIG 1

5. With the top 5” now fully adhered to the surface, you will now apply the remaining free hanging portion. 

6. With one hand, you both will pull down the protective film slowly a few inches at a time.  Simultaneously, 

both partners will use forceful pressure while smoothing the WriteyBoard onto the surface starting from the 

outside to the middle and repeating moving downward slightly after each pass to the middle. FIG 2  

7. Continue all the way down to the bottom making sure to use forceful pressure while smoothing to ensure 

the WriteyBoard will stay adhered to you surface. 
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*If another application method is used for your Restickable WriteyBoard, call & ask us before trying! 


